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Transformations of relational structures by applying productions have been studied. 
Processes of transforming structures are considered and a method of composing such 
processes is developed. The processes generalize derivation trees of context-free grammars. 
The method of composing processes generalizes the operations on derivation trees. Church- 
Rosser properties of processes are stated. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [3] a general definition of structures has been considered and a method to derive 
structures from structures has been introduced. Derivations have been described by a 
formalism similar to that of deriving graphs from graphs by applying productions 
(see e.g., [ 1,4, lo]). 
In [2] the parallelism of manipulations on graphs has been studied and conditions 
under which two direct derivations can be combined in one have been discovered. In 
particular Church-Rosser properties of derivations were obtained. This research has 
recently been extended to a special type of structures [5]. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a method of composing structure 
derivations. We would like to compose a derivation which takes to a structure G with 
a derivation starting from G, and, moreover, to compose derivations which are 
independent in a sense to be explained. This will be possible only under special 
assumptions on the set of considered productions (see Definition 2.14 of a coherent 
set of productions). The compositions we shall introduce will allow us to manipulate 
any derivations (not only direct ones) nearly as one can do in the case of derivation 
trees for context-free grammars. In particular, conditions under which the above- 
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mentioned results on Church-Rosser properties can be transferred to compound- 
structure derivations will be shown. 
We shall represent structure derivations by means of a new concept: the process of 
transforming structures, which is a generalization of the concept of derivation tree. 
We shall see that there are partial operations of composing processes of 
transforming structures such that every derivation from a broad class can be 
represented as a composition of the processes corresponding to direct derivations. 
Via processes, the Church-Rosser theorems will be proved for derivations in 
general (not only direct). 
In Section 1 we shall recall the concepts of structure, production and structure 
derivation and we shall define reduced productions and derivations. In Section 2 we 
shall introduce the concept of processes of transforming structures and the operations 
by which processes of this type can be composed. In Section 3 we shall discuss 
Church-Rosser properties of processes and structure derivations. 
A part of the material in Sections 1 and 2 has been the subject of [7]. The whole 
paper is an improved version of [8]. 
1. STRUCTURE DERIVATIONS 
We start with recalling the basic concepts of [3]. 
Structures 
DEFINITION 1.1. By a formula (or more precisely, an atomic formula) we mean 
an ordered (a(o) + 1)-tuple 
@ = (a b, ,***, b,(,,), 
where (0 is a predicate symbol of arity a(w) and bi,..., b,(,, are arbitrary (not 
necessarily different) objects. Such a formula will be written as 
The objects b, ,..., b,(,, will be called atoms of @. The set of atoms of a formula @ 
will be denoted by 1 @I. Given a set S of formulas, by ] S] we shall denote the set of 
atoms of the formulas belonging to S. 
DEFINITION 1.2. By a structure (or more precisely, a relational structure) we 
mean any ordered pair S = (S,, S,), where S, is an arbitrary set (the carrier of S), 
and S, is a set of (atomic) formulas such that ] S,I c S, . 
We shall mainly deal with structures S such that every element of S, is an atom of 
a formula @ E S, (any structure can be modified in order to get one of this type by 
including in S, all the formulas “b is in the carrier”). Then S, = 1 S,] and the 
structure is completely determined by the set S, of its formulas. Keeping this in mind 
we shall use the word “structure” for any set of formulas. 
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Productions and Derivations 
DEFINITION 1.3. For any formula @ = 0(x1,..., x0(,)) and any mapping h 
assigning some objects to the atoms of @, the symbol h@ will denote the formula 
4h(x,L Wow )). The formula h@ will be called the image of @ under h. For any 
set S of formulas and any mapping h assigning some objects to the atoms of the 
formulas, the symbol hS will denote the set of all images of the formulas of S 
under h. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Given two structures S = (S, , S,) and T = (T, , T,), by a 
morphism h: S -+ T we mean any mapping h: S, -+ T, such that hS, c TF. 
The structures and their morphisms constitute a category STRUCT. As it has been 
shown in [3], the category STRUCT has pushouts. They can be constructed by 
forgetting formulas, taking the corresponding pushouts in the category of sets and 
mappings, and by endowing the obtained sets of atoms with appropriate images of 
formulas. 
In [3] the following theorem has been proved: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let there be morphisms b: K -+ B and g: B -+ G in STRUCT. 
There is a pushout 
Kb’B 
iff the following conditions hold: 
(C 1) gy = gy’ implies y = y’ or y, y’ E bK, for every y, y’ E B, , 
W @, n I G, - @,I G sbK,. 
In this case we have also a natural pushout defined as: 
D, = (G, - @,I u sbK, and D, = (G, - gBF) u gbK,, 
dx = gbx for xEK, and CY = Y for yE D,. 
DEFINITION 1.5. A production is a quintuple 
p=(B,~K~B,), 
where B,, K, B, are structures and b,, b, are morphisms. A fast production is one 
with b, , b, injective. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let p be a production and let G, H be structures. A direct 
derivation G 3 H via p is any pair 
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G+-yDy+H 
of pushouts in STRUCT, and is said to be based on the morphism g. If both the 
pushouts are natural, then the direct derivation is said to be binatural. If g, d, h are 
injective, then the direct derivation is said to be injective. Any sequence of (binatural- 
injective) direct derivations of the form 
(G, * G, via pl>, (G, =E- G, via PA.., (G,- 1 * G, via p,) 
with n > 0, is said to be a (binatural-injective) derivation 
G,*G, via (P )* 1 ,***, P* 
Given a set n of productions, a structure H is said to be derivable (binaturally, 
injectively) from a structure G using productions of II, and we write G * H using l7, 
iff H = G or there is a (binatural-injective) derivation G + H via (pl ,..., p,) E l7. 
In the rest of this paper we shall concentrate only on fast productions and 
binatural-injective derivations. 
The reason to study only binatural-injective derivations is that we want to deal 
with compound derivations considering them as processes of replacing formulas by 
other formulas. So, in order to clearly see what is going on with particular formulas 
we shall want to keep the formulas unchanged which take no part in a derivation 
step. This is exactly the meaning of binaturality. 
In order to consider derivations as processes of replacing formulas by other 
formulas we assume that productions are fast. In applications the case of fast 
productions and binatural-injective derivations is the one which occurs most fre- 
quently. 
Now we are going to show that fast productions and binatural-injective derivability 
can be characterized in a very simple manner. With such a characterization it will 
become clear that the derivability we consider in this paper is essentially that 
proposed in [ 91. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let G = (G,, GF) and H = (HA, HF) be structures such that 
G,=IG,IandH,=IH,I.Letp=(B,eblK~b2B2)beadfast)productionwithB,= 
@,A 3 B,,), B, = (&A 3 &,I such that B,, = IB,,J and BzA = IBJ. Let 
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be a pushout in the category of sets and mappings. Finally, let L(p) = f, B,, and 
R(P) = fzBw. Then, a (binatural-injective) direct derivation G S- H via p exists lfl 
there is an injection i: IL(p)1 U IR(p) --t G, U HA such that 
Pl) Wp) s G,, 
WI Wp) c HF, 
(D3) GF - iL(p) = HF - iR(p), 
(D4) I iL(p)l n I G, - iLtp)l E I Wp)l n I W49 
(W I iR(p)l n 1% - W4l s I iL(dl n I idol. 
Proof: We shall prove that the existence of i satisfying (Dl)-(D5) is equivalent to 
the existence of two injections g: B,, -+ G,, h: B,, + HA such that we have the 
commutative diagram of Fig. 1 and the following conditions are satisfied: 
(El) @IF E G,, 
03) hB,, c 4, 
(E3) G, - @IF = HF - hB,,, 
(Ed) gBlAnlGGF-gBlFlCgblKA, 
(E5) hB,, n I HF - hB,,I s hb,K, . 
Suppose that injections g: B,, + G,, h: B,, + HA satisfying (El)-(E5) exist. Since 
(1) is a pushout diagram, there exists a unique i: X+ G, U HA such that the diagram 
in Fig. 1 commutes. So we have 
UXxN = g(x) for all x E B,, 
and 
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Since L(p) = fiB,, and R(p) = fiB,,, we obtain iL(p) = gB,, and iR(p) = hB,,. 
Thus, (El)-(E3) imply (Dl)-(D3), respectively. On the other hand, ) iL(p)l = ifi B,, , 
liR(p)J=iS,B,,, IiL(p)JnIiR(p)(=ifiB,,nifiBzA =if,b,K, =ifZb2KA = gblKA = 
hb,K, , so that (E4), (E5) imply (D4), (D5), respectively. 
Suppose that i: IL(p)1 U IR(p)l-+ G, U HA satisfies (Dl)-(D5). Due to (Dl) and 
(D2) we have ilL( = liL(p)( s lGFl = G, and ilR(p)l= liR(p)l s lHFl = HA, 
respectively. Thus, the restriction of i to IL(p)1 is an injection g: IL(p)1 + G, and the 
restriction of i to IR(p)l is an injection h: I R(p)/ -+ HA. Besides, 
Kfi(x)) = g(x) for all x E B,, 
and 
CMxN = h(x) for all x E Bza 
so that we can repeat the reasoning of the first part of the proof and show that 
(Dl)-(D5) imply (El)-(E5). 
To complete our proof it suffices to observe that the existence of injections 
g:B,,+G,, h:B,,+H, satisfying (El)-(E5) is equivalent to the existence of a 
binatural-injective direct derivation G 3 H via p (see Theorem 1.1). fl 
The role of this theorem is that, in the case of structures G, H whose atoms accur 
in the formulas, i.e., which can be identified with their sets of formulas, the (fast) 
productions can be reduced to pairs of structures, and the existence of a (binatural- 
injective) direct derivation G =z- H via p is equivalent to the existence of an injection 
i: I L(p)1 U I R (p)l + I G I U 1 H 1 satisfying the conditions 
(11) the formulas of iL(p) are in G, 
(12) no formula of iR(p) - iL(p) is in G, 
(13) the atoms of iL(p) which are not in liR(p)l do not belong to I G - iL(p)l, 
(14) the atoms of iR(p) which are not in 1 iL(p)l do not belong to I G - iL(p)l, 
(15) H = (G - iL(p)) U iR(p). 
Thus, the derivability we discuss can be described as 
DEFINITION 1.7. A reduced production is a pair p = (L, R) of structures (sets of 
formulas) such that L U R # 0. The structure L will be called the left side of p and 
denoted by L(p). The structure R will be called the right side of p and denoted by 
R(p). The elements of IL 1 I? I R I will be called the glueing atoms of p. 
DEFINITION 1.8. An instance of a (reduced) production p = (L, R) is a pair 
I = (p, i) consisting of p and of a one-to-one correspondence i between the atoms of 
L and R and some objects. 
DEFINITION 1.9. We say that an instance I = (p, i) of a (reduced) production p = 
(L(p), R(p)) (and the production p itself) applies to a structure G iff conditions 
(II)-(14) are satisfied. The structure H given by (15) will be called the result of the 
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application of Z to G. The structure D = G - L(p) = H - iR(p) is called the rest- 
structure of the application of Z to G. 
DEFINITION 1.10. A reduced-direct derivation is a triple G *’ H, where G, H are 
structures (sets of formulas), Z is an instance (p, i) of a reduced production 
R=(L,R),Za 1 pp ies to G, and H is the result of applying Z to G. Any sequence 
G,&4,&...=%-G, 
with n > 0, is said to be a reduced derivation 
G,*G, applying (I, ,..., I,). 
It follows from our result that a structure H is derivable (binaturally, injectively) 
from another one G using fast productions p E 17 iff H = G or there is a reduced 
derivation G =z- H applying some instance of reduced productions (L(p), R(p)) with 
p E 17. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Words over a certain alphabet can be represented as structures 
consisting of formulas showing particular letter occurrences. One may think that such 
occurrences in a word separate some objects called positions, and make use of 
formulas of the type 
a@, Y), b(x, Y), 0, Y),..., 
where a(x, y) (respectively, b(x, y), c(x, JJ),...) stands for “an occurrence of the letter 
a (respectively, b, c,...) separates the position x from the position y.” For instance, the 
word cb can be represented as the structure 
{CC 2), W, 3)) 
which has the following graphical representation 
The context-free rewriting rules 
b-tab, a + c, b+a 
can be considered as the reduced productions 
p, = ({b(x, Y)}, {4x, z), W, v)l) 
p2 = ({a@, y>L {4x3 Y))) 
p3 = (IU I% {4x9 Y)H. 
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We have the reduced derivation 
with 
& (P1.h)) cab B ccb (p,.l,) cca 
(p2.i2) 
iI = 2, 
i*(x) = 2, 
i&x) = 4, 
This can be illustrated as 
iI = 3, iI = 4, 
i2(y) = 4, 
&(y) = 3. 
(p,.i,) l&2&3- 1&2&4-%3 
(P2.i2), l&2&4&3 
@.i3) -l&2&4&3. 















names, salaries, and job titles of hired employees, 
skills possessed by employees, 
requirement of skills to perform tasks, 
assignment of employees to tasks. 
Suppose that the content of S, J, K, T does not change while the remaining tables can 
be updated by performing the following operations on the data base: 
hire(n, s, j) hire employee n with salary s and job title j, 
learn (n, k) register the fact that the employee n learned skill k, 
require (t, k) require skill k for the execution of task t, 
assign (n, t) assign employee n to task f, 
release (n, t) release employee n from task t, 
fire (n) fire employee n. 
The data base can be regarded as a structure. The fact that a certain row is present in 
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a table can be represented by a formula, e.g., EMP(n, s, j) will represent 
(n, s, j) E EMP. The operations can be described by the reduced productions 
hire(n, s, j) 
= ({S(s), J(j)}, W(n), S(s), 4.0, EMI-‘@, s,j)l), 
learn@, k) 
= ({K(k), EMP(n, s, I)}, {fW, EMP(n, s, j), CAP@, k)}), 
require(t, k) 
= (VW), WI, VW, T(t), REQ(h k)l), 
assign(n, t) 
= ({T(t), EMP(n, s, A}, { TW, EMW, s, A, ASW, f> 11, 
release(n, t) 
= ({ASW, 0},0>, 
tire(n) 
= (W(n), S(s), J(j), EWn, s, Al, F(s), 431). 
The data base can be updated by applying particular instances of the above 
productions. The atoms of a production play the role of formal parameters. Those 
occurring in the operation which is described by the production will be replaced by 
the actual parameters of the operation. The others will be replaced by atoms found in 
the structure such that the corresponding instance applies to the structure. For 
examples, in order to perform the operation fire (JOHNDOE) we shall apply the 
instance of the corresponding production with JOHNDOE for n and sO, j, if 
N(JOHNDOE), S(s,), J(j,), EMP(JOHNDOE, s,, j,,) can be found in the structure. 
Suppose, e.g., that we start with a data base which consists of the tables 
s = 15000,2ooo0 
J = ANALYST, PROGRAMMER 
K = COMP. GRAPHICS, NUM. METHODS 
T = PROJECTL PROJECT2 
and we want to perform the sequence of operations 
require(PROJECT 1, COMP. GRAPHICS), 
require(PROJECT2, NUM. METHODS), 
hire(BROWN, 20000, ANALYST), 
learn(BROWN, COMP. GRAPHICS), 
assign(BROWN, PROJECTl), 
hire(SMITH, 15000, PROGRAMMER), 
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learn(SMITH, NUM. METHODS), 
assign(SMITH, PROJECT2). 
These operations can be performed by applying the instances of productions 
I, = (require@, k), ii), with ii(t) = PROJECTI, i,(k) = COMP. GRAPHICS, 
I, = (require(t, k), iJ with i2(t) PROJECTZ, i*(k) = NUM. METHODS, 
I, = (hire(n, s, j), i3) with i3(n) = BROWN, i3(s) = 20000, i3(j) = ANALYST, 
Z4 = (learn(n, k), id) with i,(n) = BROWN, id(k) = COMP. GRAPHICS, 
I, = (assign(n, t), i5) with i,(n) = BROWN, iS(f) = PROJECTl, 
Z6 = (hire(n, s, j), i6) with is(n) = SMITH, is(s) = 15000, i,(j) = PROGRAMMER, 
I, = (learn(n, k), i,) with i,(n) = SMITH, i,(k) = NUM. METHODS, 
I, = (assign(n, t), i,) with i,(n) = SMITH, i8(t) = PROJECT2. 
We obtain a reduced derivation 
where 
G, = {S( lSOOO), S(20000), J(ANALYST), J(PROGRAMMER), 
K(COMP. GRAPHICS), K(NUM. METHODS), 
T(PROJECTl), T(PROJECT2)}, 
G, = G, u (REQ(PROJECT1, COMP. GRAPHICS)}, 
G, = G, u (REQ(PROJECT2, NUM. METHODS)}, 
G, = G, u {N(BROWN), EMP(BROWN, 20000, ANALYST)}, 
G, = G, U {CAP(BROWN, COMP. GRAPHICS)}, 
G, = G, u {ASN(BROWN, PROJECTl)}, 
G, = G, u {N(SMITH), EMP(SMITH, 15000, PROGRAMMER)}, 
G, = G, u { CAP(SMITH, NUM. METHODS)}, 
G, = G, u {ASN(SMITH, PROJECT2)}. 
The example is taken from [6], where integrity constraints for the data bases and 
guaranteeing that the integrity is preserved are also discussed. This problem is not of 
interest at the moment but could also be expressed in these terms. 
2. PROCESSES OF TRANSFORMING STRUCTURES 
The definitions and derivations and of reduced derivations we have given are 
sufficient to introduce the corresponding concepts of derivability. They are not, 
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however, subtle enough to manipulate derivations in a systematic manner. From the 
theory of contest-free grammars we know that a concept like that of a derivation tree 
is needed for that purpose. Now we shall introduce such a concept, namely, the 
process of transforming structures. We shall see that, under reasonable assumptions 
on productions, the derivability of structures can be expressed in terms of processes. 
The processes of transforming structures will be introduced in a manner similar to 
defining processes in concurrent systems as it has been done in [ 111. 
The Concept of a Process 
The idea is to regard a derivation as a process and represent it by a labelled 
partially ordered set (lpo set) of a certain type. 
For instance, the derivation in Example 1.1 can be represented by the lpo set in 
Fig. 2. The elements (circles) represent particular occurrences or nonoccurrences of 
formulas in the derivation. The ordering (exhibited by arrows) represents how 
occurrences and nonoccurrences were used to derive other occurrences and nonoc- 
curences. The elements representing occurrences of a formula F are labelled by F. 
Those representing nonoccurrences are labelled by F, where F is a special symbol 
called the coformula corresponding to F. 
Since only atomic formulas are discussed, and no logical operations are 
considered, it is not our intention to regard a coformula F as the negation of F. Such 
a coformula is merely a label associated with F whose role is to explicitly represent 
nonoccurrences (absences) of F in the derivation. 
It is essential that nonoccurrences of formulas are also represented because we 
want to define the applicability of a derivation G = G, =z- G, * e.. * G, = H to 
structures containing G. In order to prevent introducing formulas which are already 
present, the applicability of a derivation to a structure will depend not only on which 
formulas are present in the structure but also on which formulas are absent. The 
information about which formulas should be absent will be drawn out just from 
,---- __-- - - - - - - - - - - - -_ I 
I  
I  d2,4) b(2,3) b(4,3) 
i-------.--------- ---- ----------___ 
P 
FIGURE 2 
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nonoccurrences. For example, the existence of nonoccurrences of formulas c(2,4), 
u(2,4), b(4,3), u(4,3), and b(2, 3) in the derivation in Fig. 2 will restrict the 
applicability of the derivation to structures without such formulas. 
An lpo set like that in Fig. 2 will be called a process of transforming structures 
(see Definition 2.1). The formulas which are labels of minimal elements (in our case 
~(1, 2) and b(2, 3)) constitute the initial structure. The ones which are labels of 
maximal elements (in our case c(l,2), c(2,4), and a(4,3)) constitute the resulting 
structure. 
Observe that the process in Fig. 2 can be obtained by combining the processes in 
Fig. 3, where Pi, P,, P, correspond to the instances (pl, iJ, (p2, i2), (ps, iJ) of 
productions pl, pz , p3 in Example 1.1, respectively, c( 1,2) corresponds to an 
occurrence of c( 1,2), and c(2,, a(4,, b(2,3) correspond to nonoccurrences of 
c(2,4), a(49 3), &2,3), respectively. Indeed, we can unite the process P, and the 
“processes” c(l,2), c(2,, a(4, into the process Q, in Fig. 4 (a sort of “parallel 
composition” of “independent” processes P, , c(l,2), c(2,4), and a(4,3)). Similarly, 
we can unite P,, P,, c(l,2) and b(2,3) into the process Q2 in Fig. 4 (the parallel 
composition of independent processes P, , P,, c(l,2), and b(2,3)). Then we can 
“glue” Qi and Q2 into the process in Fig. 2 (a sort of “sequential composition” of Q, 
and Q2) by identifying the occurrences of u(2,4), b(4,3), c(l,2) and the nonoc- 
currences of c(2,4), b(2,3), u(4, 3) in Q, with the occurrences of a(2,4), b(4,3), 
,_--~_-__----------- ____( 
I  
i.--___-- - - - -  - - -  
I 
I d2,4) a(2,4) 
1 d2,4) b(2,3) b(4,3) ) 
~-------------~ 
I.--- 
,-------~ ,______ -1 
I , I I 
, I I I 
I 
1 
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FIGURE 4 
c(l,2) and the nonoccurrences of c(2,4), b(2,3), c2(4,3) in Q2, respectively (see 
Fig. 5). 
The possibility of constructing a process as observed is a property we want to 
ensure for all processes of transforming structures. Another property we want to 
ensure, which corresponds to conditions (13) and (14) of Definition 1.9 of 
applicability of an instance of a production to a structure, is that no atom can be 
introduced or removed at the presence of a formula containing this atom. 
In order to guarantee such properties we shall impose suitable requirements on the 
lpo sets representing processes of transforming structures. For simplicity we shall 
restrict ourselves to processes of finite character. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A process of transforming structures (process) is P = (X, <, 1) 
such that: 
(Pl) (X, <) is a finite partially ordered set, 
(P2) I is a mapping (a labelling) which assigns formulas or coformulas to 
elements of X, 
(P3) given a formula F such that I(x) = F or I(x) = F for some x E X, and a 
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a(2,4) b(2,3) b(4,3) 
FIGURE 5 
maximal antichain Y (an antichain is a set of mutually incomparable elements), there 
exists exactly one y E Y such that l(y) = F or l(y) = F, 
(P4) given a maximal antichain Y and a maximal chain Z (a chain is a set of 
mutually comparable elements), the intersection Y f~ Z is nonempty, 
(P5) given maximal antichains Y and Z with a common element x whose label 
is a formula containing an atom U, for every y E Y such that l(y) is a formula 
containing u there exists L E Z such that l(z) is a formula containing u and y < z or 
z < y (see Fig. 6). 
Given a formula F, the elements of X satisfying l(x) = F (respectively, l(x) = F) 
will be called occurrences (respectively, nonoccurrences) of F in P. We say that a 
FIGURE 6 
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formula F occurs in P iff there is an occurrence of F in P. We say that an atom 
occurs in P iff there is a formula occurring in P that contains this atom. 
Two processes P = (X, <, I) and P’ = (X’, <‘, I’) are said to be isomorphic iff there 
is a bijection f: X -+ X’ such that, for all x, y E X 
x < YY iff f(x) <‘f(~), 
0) = ~‘(f(x))* 
In what follows we shall identify processes which are isomorphic, i.e., we shall 
assume P = P’ whenever P and P’ are isomorphic processes. This means that a 
process should be regarded as an isomorphism class of lpo sets satisfying (Pl )-(P5) 
and that the lpo sets belonging to such a class should be regarded as particular 
instances of the process. 
Examples of processes were shown in Figs. 2-4. In Fig. 7 we have an lpo set 
which is not a process of transforming structures. ((P5) is not satisfied because there 
are maximal antichains containing an occurrence of c(4,5) and such that only one of 
these antichains contains another occurrence of a formula with atom 4.) 
Decomposing Processes 
Now we introduce two notions with the aid of which a process can be decomposed 
into simpler processes. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Given a process P = (X, <, 1), the restriction of P to a maximal 
antichain YE X is called a cut of P. Such a cut c determines two processes, namely, 
heud(P, c) := (Y-, ,< ( Y-, II Y-), tuil(P, c) := (y’, < 1 y+, I) Y’), 
where 
Y- := {x E X : x < y for some y E Y}, Y+ :={xEX: y(x for some yE Y}. 
; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
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The cuts of P can be ordered as 
cLd iff c is a cut of head(P, d). 
The set of cuts of P with this ordering is called the cut structure of P. 
The cut structure of P is a lattice (the greatest lower bound of two cuts 
corresponding to maximal antichains Y and 2 can be defined as the cut 
corresponding to the maximal antichain U := (Y- n Z) U (Z- n Y); that U is an 
antichain is straightforward; that U is a maximal antichain is a consequence of (P4)). 
Due to (Pl), such a lattice is finite, it has a bottom element corresponding to the set 
of minimal elements of X, and a top element corresponding to the set of maximal 
elements of X. The bottom (respectively, the top) element will be called the origin 
(respectively, the end) of P and denoted by origin(P) (respectively, by end(P)). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Given a process P = (X, <, I), an ordered pair s = (X, ,X,) of 
disjoint subsets X, and X, of X such that X=X, U X, and the elements of X, are 
incomparable with those of X, is called a splitting of P. Such a splitting determines 
two processes, namely, 
WW, s> := (Xl, < IX,, 11 X,), right(P, s) : = (X, , < (X, , 11 X,). 
The splittings of P can be ordered as 
WI,&) c(Y,9 y*> if X, E Y,. 
The set of splittings of P with this ordering is called the splitting structure of P. The 
splitting structure of P is a Boolean algebra (the greatest lower bound of two 
splittings s = (X, , X,) and t = (Y, , Y2) can be defined as the splitting (X, n Y, , 
X, U (X, U X,)); the complement of a splitting s = (X,, X,) can be defined as 
s’ := (X,, X,); the bottom element can be defined as (4, x)). 
The following two lemmas are direct consequences of the definition. 
LEMMA 2.1. Every cut c of a process P is just the common part of head(P, c) and 
tail(P, c) and the following property holds: 
given two incomparable occurrences of some formulas F and G in 
head(P, c) and tail(P, c), respectively, ifF and G contain a common 
atom u, then u occurs in (a formula of) c. 
LEMMA 2.2. For every splitting s of a process P the set of formulas which have 
occurrences or nonoccurrences in left(P, s) and the set of formulas which have 
occurrences or nonoccurrences in right(P, s) are disjoint and the following property 
holds : 
every atom occurring in left(P, s) (respectively, in right(P, s)) either 
occurs in every cut of right(P, s) (respectively, in every cut of 
left(P, s)) or does not occur in right(P, s) (respectively, in left(P, s)). 
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Operations on Processes 
Now we shall introduce operations on processes of transforming structures. These 
operations will allow us to construct processes corresponding to compound 
derivations from processes corresponding to direct derivations. We start with 
definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Given a process P, origin(P) and end(P) can be regarded as 
processes with trivial orderings being identity relations (processes of this type, when 
considered up to isomorphisms, can be identified with the sets of their labels). Thus, 
origin and end are unary operations on processes which take from P to origin(P) and 
end(P), respectively. 
The definition is correct in the sense that origin(P) is isomorphic with origin(P’) 
and end(P) is isomorphic with end(P’) whenever P is isomorphic with P’. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Given two processes P and Q, by the sequential composition of 
P and Q, denoted Pa Q, we mean a process R such that, for a cut c of R, head(R, c) 
is isomorphic with P and tail(R, c) is isomorphic with Q. 
Due to (P4), the definition is correct in the sense that if P . Q exists, then it is 
determined by P and Q up to isomorphism and it is isomorphic with P’ . Q’ 
whenever P is isomorphic with P’ and Q is isomorphic with Q’. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Given two processes P and Q, by the parallel composition of P 
and Q, denoted P + Q, we mean a process R such that, for a splitting s, left(R, s) is 
isomorphic with P and right(R, s) is isomorphic with Q. 
Again, the definition is correct in the sense that if P + Q exists, then it is deter- 
mined by P and Q up to isomorphism and it is isomorphic with P’ + Q’ whenever P 
is isomorphic ith P’ and Q is isomorphic with Q’. 
The sequential composition and the parallel one are partial operations on processes 
of transforming structures. Now we are going to give criteria of composability. 
In order to formulate the criterion of the sequential composability we need an 
additional notion. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let P = (X, <, 1) be a process. Due to (Pl) and (P3) in 
Definition 2.1, for every formula F that occurs in P we have a unique minimal 
occurrence x of F in P and a unique maximal occurrence y of F in P. The set of all 
formulas and coformulas l(z) such that z is in origin(P) (respectively, in end(P)) and 
z <x (respectively, y < z) is called the shadow of F in origin(P) (respectively, in 
end(P)). 
Observe that the shadow of a formula remains unchanged if we replace P by a 
process which is isomorphic with P. 
The criterion of the sequential composability is given by 
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THEOREM 2.1. The sequential composition P - Q of two processes P and Q of 
transforming structures exists fl end(P) = origin(Q) (up to isomorphism) and, for 
every atom u which does not occur in end(P), every formula containing u and 
occurring in P, and every formula G containing u and occurring in Q, the intersection 
of the shadow of F in end(P) with the shadow of G in origin(Q) is nonempty. 
Proof. Suppose that P + Q exists. Then we have a cut c of P. Q such that 
head(P . Q, c) is isomorphic with P and tail(P . Q, c) is isomorphic with Q. So 
end(P) = c = origin(Q). Consider an atom u which does not occur in end(P) = c, a 
formula F containing u and occurring in P= head(P . Q, c), and a formula G 
containing u and occurring in Q = tail(P . Q, c). If the shadow of F in end(P) = c and 
the shadow of G in origin(Q) = c were disjoint then, due to (P4) of Definition 2.1, the 
maximal occurrence of F in head(P . Q, c) would be incomparable with the minimal 
occurrence of G in taU(P . Q, c). Hence, by Lemma 2.1, the atom u would occur in 
c = end(P) which would contradict our assumption. So, the intersection of the 
shadow of F in end(P) with the shadow of G in origin(Q) must be nonempty. 
Suppose that the conditions of the theorem are fulfilled. Let P = (X, , <, , I,) and 
Q = (X2, &, 1,). Let R = (X, <, I), where 
(1) X is obtained by taking disjoint copies of X, and X, and by identifying 
maximal x E X, with minimal y E X, whenever I,(x) = &(y), 
(2) < is the weakest ordering induced on X by <, and Qz, 
(3) 1 is the common extension of 1, and 1, onto the whole X. 
Due to the equality end(P) = origin(Q) (up to isomorphism), R is an lpo set and 
contains a maximal antichain X,, such that P is the restriction of R to X;(:= {x E X: 
x < y for some y E X,}). It remains to prove that R satisfies (P3)-(P5) of 
Definition 2.1 (that P satisfies (Pl) and (P2) is trivial). 
Proof of (P4). Let YE X be a maximal antichain. We shall prove that U := 
(Y - X,) U (X, n Y-) is a maximal antichain. 
That U is an antichain is straightforward. Suppose that U is not a maximal 
antichain. Then we have x, say in Xi, which is incomparable with elements of U. 
There exists y E Y which is comparable with x and such y must be in Y-X,. Thus, 
y E Y n X, and y & X,, . By the definition of the ordering <, there exists z E X, such 
that x Q z < y. Such z must belong to X, n Y- (otherwise, z E X,, n Y+ and y would 
be comparable with another element of Y). Then x is comparable with an element of 
X, n Y-. This contradicts our assumption. For similar reasons we cannot have 
x E X, that is incomparable with elements of U. 
Analogously, we can prove that V := (Y-X,) U (X0 n Yt ) is a maximal 
antichain. 
Now we can prove (P4), i.e., that the intersection of Y with every maximal chain 
Z C X is nonempty. 
The chain Z f7 X, is maximal in X, and the chain Z n X, is maximal in X,. Thus, 
ZnX,nUf0 and ZnX,nU#O. If (ZnX,)n(Y-xX,) is empty, then 
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(ZnX,)n (X,f--l Y-) is nonempty and (Znx,)n Yf0 or (Znx,)n Yt f0. 
In the first case we have Zn Y# 0. In the second case we have (Z n X,) n 
(X,nY+)=0, so that (ZnX,)n(Y--X,)#@, i.e., ZnYz0. 
Proof of (P3). Let Y c X be a maximal antichain and let A, B, C, D be the sets of 
formulas which have occurrences or nonoccurrences in Y-X,, X0 n Y-, 
X0 - (X0 n Y-), Yn X, , respectively. Then (X0 - (X0 - Y-)) U (Y n X2) = 
(X,nY+)u(Y-X,). Thus, AnB=0, CnB=0, CnD=0, and the set of 
formulas which have occurrences or nonoccurrences in P or in Q is A U B = CUB = 
CUD. Hence, A = C, B = D, A n D = 0, and A U D is the set of formulas which 
have occurrences or nonoccurrences in P or in Q. On the other hand, A U D is the set 
of formulas which have occurrences or nonoccurrences in Y and, because A n D = 0, 
each formula has exactly one occurrence or nonoccurrence in Y. 
Proof of (P5). Let Y s X and Z c X be any maximal antichains with a common 
element x such that l(x) is a formula containing an atom u. Suppose that we have 
y E Y such that l(y) is a formula containing u. We have to prove that there exists 
z E Z such that l(z) is a formula containing u and y < z or z < y. 
We have the following four cases: 
Case 1. x E X, and YEZ-, 
Case 2. XE X, and YEz+, 
Case 3. XE X, and YEZ-, 
Case 4. x E X, and yez+. 
In Case 1 the most difficult situation occurs when y E X, (see Fig. 8). Then x is in 
the maximal antichains (Y n Z) fl X,,, (Y U Z) n X0 and y is in (Y 1 Z) ll X0 (for 
maximal antichains U and V by U n V we denote the set (Un V-) U (Vn U-) and 
by U Ll V we denote the set (Un V+)U (vn U’); due to (P4) such sets are 
maximal antichains). Since P satisfies (P5), we find z’ in (Y Ll Z) n X,, such that 
FIGURE 8 
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y < z’ and l(z) is a formula containing u. If z’ is in Z, then we have the needed 
element. Otherwise, z’ is in X0 and, again, since P satisfies (P5), we can consider the 
maximal antichains Z n X,, and 1, and find x’ E X0 such that 1(x’) is a formula 
containing U. Now it is sufficient to take the maximal antichains X,, and X,, U Z and, 
since Q satisfies (P5), to find z in Z such that z’ < z and l(z) is a formula containing 
u. Thus, we obtain z E Z such that y < z and Z(z) is a formula containing U. Other 
situations which can occur in Case 1 can be proved by similar arguments but more 
easily. The proof of Case 2 is also similar. 
In Case 3 the most difficult situation occurs when y E X, (see Fig. 9). From the 
assumptions of the theorem it follows that there is t E X,, such that l(t) is a formula 
containing U. If t is in Y fl X,,, then there is z’ E X,, such that y < z’ and l(z’) is a 
formula containing U. So we have z E Z such that z’ < z and l(z) is a formula 
containing U. In particular, y < z and Z(z) is a formula containing u. If t is not in 
Y n X0 then, considering Q, we can find t’ which is in Y n X0 and is such that l(t’) is 
a formula containing U. So we have a situation like the one we had before. Other 
situations which can occur in Case 3 can be proved by similar arguments but more 
easily. The proof of Case 4 is also similar. 1 
In order to formulate the criterion of the parallel composability we introduce a 
concept of independence of processes. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Two processes P and Q of transforming structures are said to be 
independent iff the set of formulas having occurrences or nonoccurrences in P and the 
set of formulas having occurrences or nonoccurrences in Q are disjoint and every 
atom occurring in P (respectively, in Q) either occurs in every cut of Q (respectively, 
of P) or does not occur in Q (respectively, in P). 
We have 
THEOREM 2.2. The parallel composition P + Q of two processes P and Q of 
transforming structures exists lfl P and Q are independent. 
FIGURE 9 
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Prooj Suppose that P t Q exists. Then we have a splitting s of P t Q such that 
left(P t Q, s) is isomorphic with P and right(P t Q, s) is isomorphic with Q. Due to 
(P3), a formula cannot have an occurrence or a nonoccurrence both in left(P + Q, s) 
and right(P + Q, s), and, thus, it cannot have an occurrence or a nonoccurrence both 
in P and Q. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2, every atom occurring in 
left(P t Q, s) = P (respectively, in right(P + Q, s) = Q) either occurs in every cut of 
Q (respectively, of P) or does not occur in Q (respectively, in P). Thus, P and Q are 
independent. 
Suppose that P and Q are independent. Replacing P or Q by a suitable isomorphic 
process, if necessary, we can assume that P = (Xi, <i, 1,) and Q = (X,, &, I,) with 
X, n X, = 0. Let R = (X, U X,, <i U &, 1, U I,). If suffices to prove that R is a 
process of transforming structures and consider the splitting s = (X, , X,). 
That R fulfills (PI) and (P2) is trivial. That (P3) and (P4) are fulfilled is a direct 
consequence of the independence of P and Q and of the fact that every maximal 
antichain of R consists of two disjoint antichains of P and Q, and every chain is 
entirely contained in P or in Q. 
Proof of (P5). Let Y and Z be maximal antichains of R with a common element 
x such that l(x) is a formula containing an atom u. Suppose that we have y E Y such 
that I(y) is a formula containing U. We have to find z E Z such that f(z) is a formula 
containing u and y < z or z < y. 
If x and y are both either in P or in Q, then the needed z can be found because P 
and Q are processes of transforming structures. 
Suppose that x E X, and y E X,. From the independence of P and Q it follows that 
every maximal antichain of Q contains an occurrence of a formula containing U. In 
particular, there exists z E ZnX, such that l(z) is a formula containing U. If z is 
comparable with y, then we have the needed z E Z. If y and z are incomparable, then 
there is a maximal antichain U of Q that contains y and z. Considering Yn X,, 
Z f7 X,, and U, and exploiting the fact that Q is a process of transforming structures, 
we find z’ E Zn X, such that l(z’) is a formula containing u and y < z’ or z’ < y 
(see Fig. 10). 
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Properties of Operations 
The operations of composing processes of transforming structures enjoy the 
following properties: 
LEMMA 2.3. Given processes P, Q, R, S, if (Pa Q) + (R . S) exists, then P + R, 
P+S, Q+R, Q+S, (P+R).(Q+S)alsoexistand(P-Q)+(R.S)=(P+R)- 
<Q + 9. 
Proof: That P + R, P + S, Q + R, Q + S exist is trivial. That (P + R) . (Q + S) 
also exists follows from the independence of P . Q and R . S, and from the equalities 
end(P + R) = end(P) + end(R) = origin(Q) + origin(S) = origin(Q + S) 
(see Theorem 2.1). 
There exist a splitting s of T := (P . Q) + (R . S) such that left(T, s) = P . Q and 
right(H, s) = R . S, a cut c of P . Q such that head(left(T, s), c) = P and tail(lefi 
(T, s), c) = Q, and a cut d of R . S such that head(right(T, s), d) = R and taiZ(right 
(T, s), d) = S. Taking the cut e of T consisting of c and d we can decompose s into a 
splitting t of head(T, e) and a splitting u of tail(T, e) such that left(head(T, e), t) = P, 
right(head(T, e), t) = R, left(tail(T, e), u) = Q, right(taiZ(T, e), u) = S. Thus, (P * Q) + 
(R . S) = (P + R) - (Q + S). 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Every process P which can be obtained by composing sequentially 
and in parallel given processes P, ,..., P, (and their compositions) can be represented 
(in general, in many ways) in the “sequential” form 
P = (PI1 + ‘** + Pi*, + pi,) X *” X (P*I + **’ + Pmfi, + Pi,) 
where Pi, ,..., Pim is a sequence of P ,,..., P, and P, ,,..., Pi, ,,..., P,, ,..., P,,, are of the 
form origin(P,) or end(P,) for some k E (l,..., r}. 
ProoJ We can represent P by a finite-binary tree with processes from P, ,..., P, at 
terminal nodes and with one of the symbols “.“, “+” at nonterminal nodes. Due to 
Lemma 2.3, in this tree we can perform replacements as in Fig. 11. This allows us to 
“move down” the symbols “+” and to “move up” the symbols “.” in the tree without 
changing the represented process. After a finite number of such “moves” we obtain 
the required representation, I 
x Y z x y 2 c&(z) x 2 Y end(z) - 
FIGURE 11 
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Observe that processes which are one element or prime in the following sense are 
atomic (indecomposable in a nontrivial way). 
DEFINITION 2.9. A one-element process is a process P = (X, <, 1) such that X is a 
one-element set. A prime process is a process P = (X. <, 1) such that X contains at 
least two elements, all elements of X are either minimal or maximal, and every 
minimal element is comparable with every maximal element and vice versa. 
The following lemma shows that one-element and prime processes are the only 
atomic processes: 
LEMMA 2.5. Every process can be decomposed into one-element and prime 
processes. 
Proof Let P = (X, <, I) be a process. There is a finite-maximal chain of cuts 
origin(P) = c, c cl c . . . c C, = end(P) 
with ci-, # ci for i E {l,..., m}. 
For every i E {l,..., m} we take the maximal antichains Yip 1, Yi corresponding to 
ci-, , ci, respectively, define Pi as the restriction of P to (Yip, - Yi) U (Yi - Yi- 1), 
and define P, as the restrictions of P to the one-element sets {xii} E {xi, ,..., xini} = 
Yi- i n Yi. We shall prove that all Pi are prime processes (that all P, are one-element 
processes is trivial). 
First, we prove that every x E Yi- i - Yr is comparable with every y E Yi - Yi- 1. 
Indeed, if such elements were incomparable, then there would be a maximal antichain 
Z containing x and y. Considering the cut d which corresponds to Z and the cut 
e:=(ci_,Ud)nciwewouldhaveci_,~ecciwithx,yine,andsowithe#ci-,, 
e # ci, so that the chain c,,, c, ,..., c, could not be maximal. 
Next we prove that the set A of formulas having occurrences or nonoccurrences in 
Y i-l - Yi is identical with the set B of formulas having occurrences or nonoc- 
currences in Yi - Yi- 1. Indeed, if C is the set of formulas having occurrences or 
nonoccurrences in Yip,nY,, then AnC=0, BnC=0, and AUC=BUC, 
because P is a process. Thus, we obtain A = B. 
So all P, are one-element processes and all Pi are prime processes. Taking these 
processes we obtain the required decomposition 
P= (PI, + *** +P,,l+P,)x...x(P,,+...+P,,,+P,). I 
In Fig. 3 we have the one-element processes c(l,2), c(2,4), a(4,3), b(2,3) and 
prime processes P, , P,, P,. These are the indecomposable processes into which the 
process P in Fig. 2 can be decomposed. We have 
P = ((m + a(4, + P,) . (b(2,3) + P, + PI)) + c( 1,2). 
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Note that P can also be represented in the sequential forms 
p = w, 2) + c(2,4) + a(4,3) + P,) * (c(1, 2) + b(2,3) + b(4,3) 
- - 
+ a(49 3) + P*) - Ml, 2) + c(2,4) + a(2,4) + b(2,3) + P3), 
- __ 
p= (417 2) + c(294) + a(49 3) + P,) * (c(L2) + c(2,4) + a(2,4) 
- __ 
+ b(293) + P3) * (c(L 2) + b(2,3) + b(4,3) + u(4,3) + P*). 
Applying Processes to Structures 
In Section 1 we dealt with structure derivations. Now we are going to show that, 
for a broad class of sets of productions, the concept of a reduced derivation is 
equivalent to that of a process of transforming structures, with respect to what can be 
derived. With the concept of processes of transforming structures in Section 3 we 
obtain Church-Rosser properties for derivations which need not to be direct. 
We start with a generalization of the concept of a structure. 
DEFINITION 2.10. By a bistructure we mean a set S of formulas and coformulas 
such that if a formula F belongs to S, then the corresponding F does not belong to S 
and vice versa. Given a bistructure S, by structure (S) we denote the structure which 
consists of those elements of S which are formulas. 
The processes which are cuts of processes of transforming structures can be 
regarded as bistructures (such processes can be identified with the sets of their labels 
as remarked in the comment in Definition 2.4). Every finite bistructure can be 
regarded as a trivial process of transforming structures. The parallel composition of 
two bistructures is the bistructure which is the disjoint union of the given bistructures 
(the converse may be untrue). 
Instances of (finite, reduced) productions can be represented’by prime processes of 
transforming structures. 
DEFINITION 2.11. Given an instance I(p, i) of a (finite, reduced) production p, 
we define the process corresponding to the instance I as the prime process P(I) with 
origin(P(Z)) consisting of the formulas of iL(p) and of the coformulas corresponding 
to the formulas of iR(p) - X(p), and with end(P(I)) consisting of the formulas of 
iR(p) and of the coformulas corresponding to the formulas of iL(p) - iR (p). 
We have L(p) = structure(origin(P(I))), iR(p) = structure(end(P(I))), and P(Z) 
can be interpreted as the process of replacing (in one step) the structure iL(p) by the 
structure iR (p). 
By composing processes which are bistructures and processes which correspond to 
instances of productions we obtain compound processes of transforming structures. 
We can say that a process P of this type transforms structure(origin(P)) onto 
structure(end(P)) (possibly in many steps). 
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a(2,4) b(2,3) b(4,3) 
Q 
FIGURE 12 
More generally, we want to speak of applying a process P to structures containing 
structure(origin(P)) as a part. 
DEFINITION 2.12. A process P applies to a structure G iff there exists a finite 
bistructure D such that P and D are independent processes and G = structure 
(origin(P) + D). In such a case, H := structure(end(P) + D) is called the result of the 
application of the process P to the structure G. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. The processes corresponding to the instances I, = (p,, il), I, = 
(p2, i2), I, = (p3, is) in Example 1.1 are P,, P,, P, in Fig. 3, respectively. By 
composing the processes in Fig. 3 we can construct processes as Q in Fig. 12. This 
process applies to the structure G = {c(l,2), b(2,3)} giving as a result the structure 
H= (~(1, 2), c(2,4), ~(4, 3)} (in this case D = (~(1, 2)}). As in Example 1.1, the 
structures G and H can be used to represent the words cb and ecu, respectively. - - 
As Q = (c(2,4) + a(4,3) + P,) . (b(2,3) + P, + PJ, we obtain an information, 
(similar to a derivation tree) about the derivation steps from cb to ecu in 
Example 1.1. The first step can be performed at the absence of c(2,4) and u(4,3) and 
is represented by P,, The next two steps can be performed at the absence of b(2,3) 
and, being represented by the independent processes P, and P,, they are independent. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. By composing the processes corresponding to the instances I, - I, 
of Example 1.2 and suitable bistructures we can construct the processes R I and R z in 
Fig. 13. 
These processes represent the following sequences of operations: 
R,: require(PROJECT1, COMP. GRAPHICS), 
hire(BROWN, 2000, ANALYST), 
learn(BROWN, COMP. GRAPHICS), 
assign(BROWN, PROJECTl), 
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R,: require(PROJECT2, NUM. ANALYSIS), 
hire(SMITH, 15000, PROGRAMMER), 
learn(SMITH, NUM. ANALYSIS), 
assign(SMITH, PROJECT2). 
They are also independent so that one can apply them in arbitrary order or even 
simultaneously. The result of application will always be identical to that of applying 
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R, + R,. In particular, R, + R, applies to the structure G, of Example 1.2 with G, as 
a result. This situation is a consequence of properties discussed in Section 3. 
The following theorem shows that the applicability of instances of productions to 
structures is equivalent to the applicability of the corresponding prime processes. 
THEOREM 2.3. An instance I of a (finite, reduced) production applies to a 
(finite) structure G I@ the corresponding process P(I) applies to G. The results of the 
applications are identical. 
Proof: Let I = (p, i) be an instance of a (finite, reduced) production p. 
Suppose that I applies to G with the result H and the rest structure D. Let a 
(resp. /?) be the set of coformulas corresponding to the formulas of iR(p) - S(p) 
(respectively to the formulas of L!,(p) -iR(p)). Then we have G + a= L(p) + 
D + a = origin(P(I)) + D and H + /3 = iR(p) + D + p = end(P(Z)) + D. Since the 
atoms of D occur in formulas of X(p) iff they occur in formulas of iR(p), 
P(I) and D are independent. Moreover, structure(origin(P(1)) + D) = G and 
structure(end(P(I)) + D) = H. So P(I) applies to G with the result H. 
Suppose that P(I) applies to G with the result H. Then we have a bistructure D 
such that P(I) + D exists, G = structure(origin(P(Z)) + D), and H = structure(end 
(P(I)) + 0). Hence, G = structure(D) + iL(p), H = structure(D) + iR(p), and the 
atoms of structure(D) occur in formulas of iL(p) iff they occur in formulas of iR(p). 
So I applies to G with the result H and the rest structure structure(D). 1 
Now we want to come to a similar result for compound processes. Given a set of 
productions, by composing some bistructures and prime processes corresponding to 
instances of productions from this set we obtain a class of compound processes. Then 
the obtained compound processes can be applied to structures and we can obtain 
other structures as results. The question is how this way of transforming structures is 
related to derivability. 
In order to answer this question precisely we need a further notion. 
DEFINITION 2.13. Let Bistr be the class of finite bistructures. Given a (finite, 
reduced) production p, by Pr(p) we denote the class of prime processes corresponding 
to instances of p. Given a set n of (finite, reduced) productions, we define 
Pr(D) := BistrU U Pr(p) 
psn 
and denote by Proc(D) the closure of Pr(Z7) with respect to the sequentical and the 
parallel composition of processes. 
A partial answer to our question is 
THEOREM 2.4. If a process P E Proc(IZ) applies to a structure G with the result 
H, then H can be derived from G using productions of 17. 
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Proof. There exists a bistructure D such that P and D are independent processes, 
G = strucfure(origin(P) + D), and H = sfmcture(end(P) + D). We can represent P in 
the sequential form 
P=(P,,+ *** +p,,l+p,)x -** x (Pm1 + *** +P,,,+P,), 
where P, are bistructures, Pk are prime processes corresponding to some instances 
Ik = (J+, i,J of productions from n, and Pkl,..., Pknk, P,, D are mutually independent 
for every k. Taking Qk : Pk, + - -. + Pknk + P, we obtain 
stmcfure(origin(Qk)) = stmcture(P,, + . *a + PknJ + i,L(p,), 
strucfure(end(Q,)) = stmcture(P,, + .-- + Pknt) + i,R(p,), 
stmcture(origin(Q1) + D) = G, 
structure(end(Q,) + D) = H. 
On the other hand, due to the property (P5) of the process P + D, every atom of 
structure(P,, + ..a + Pknk + D) occurs in i&p,) iff it occurs in i,R(p,). Thus, the 
instance Ik of pk applies to the structure G, = structure(origin(Q,) + D) and the result 
of the application is the structure G,, I = structure(end(Q,) + D). As a consequence, 
we obtain the derivation 
G=G,=k-G,&-&-G,,, = H, 
i.e., G =S H using productions of l7. I 
Thus, we have proved that only those structures can be obtained from a given 
structure by applying processes from Proc(Il’) that are derivable using productions 
from II. If the converse were also true then the processes would be equivalent to 
derivations with respect to what can be derived. We cannot, however, expect such a 
result for all sets of productions. This can be illustrated by 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let l7 = {p, , p2, p3, p4 1, where 
Pl = (M49 4x)1, Mx))), P2= ({a(x)Lf9, 
173 = (6 @(x)1), P4= ({c(x)19 vG),c(x)J)* 
By applying p,, p2, pj, and p4 to the structure G = {a(l), b(l)} we can derive H = 
{b(l), c(l)}. On the other hand, there exists no process P E Proc(I7) such that H can 
be obtained by applying P to G. This is due to the fact that processes P, and P, in 
Fig. 14 cannot be composed sequentially though they satisfy the condition end(P,) = 
otigin(P,) (see Theorem 2.1). 
This example and Theorem 2.1 suggest that the derivability can be expressed in 
terms of processes only for such sets of productions where introducing and removing 
atoms are described in a uniform way. 








Having this in mind, we shall restrict ourselves to the sets of productions that are 
coherent in the following sense. 
DEFINITION 2.14. A set IZ of (finite, reduced) productions is said to be coherent 
iff there is a distinguished predicate symbol of arity 1, say created, such that, for 
every p E 17: created(u) E R(p) iff u does not occur in (formulas of) L(p) and u 
occurs in (formulas of) R(p), and created(u) E L(p) iff u occurs in (formulas of) 
L(p) and u does not occur in (formulas of) R(p). 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let Z7’ = { pl, pi, pi, p4}, where p, and p4 are as in Example 2.3 
and 
P; = ({created(x), a(x)}, #), pi = (4, {created(x), &)I). 
Then II’ is coherent. 
Observe that if we extend the structures G and H in Example 2.3 to the structures 
G’ = {created(l), a(l), b(l)} and H’ = {created(l), b(l), c(l)}, then we have the 
process in Fig. 15 that applies to G’ and gives H’. 
The role of the coherence appear in 
THEOREM 2.5. If II is a coherent set of productions, then two processes 
P, Q E Proc(I7) can be composed sequentially rr end(P) = origin(Q). 
Proof: According to Theorem 2.1, it suftices to show that if an atom u does not 
occur in end(p) and occurs in a formula F occurring in P and in a formula G 
occurring in Q, then the shadow of F in end(p) and the shadow of G in origin(Q) 
contain a common formula or coformula. 
Let P = (X, , Qr , I,) and Q = (X, , &, I,). Suppose that x E X, is an occurrence of 
F in P and y E X, is an occurrence f G in Q. Replacing F and G by some other 
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formulas containing u, if necessary, we may assume that there is no x’ E X, such that 
x’ # x, x Q1 x’, and l,(x’) is a formula containing U, and that there is no y’ E X, such 
that y’ # y, y’ & y, and I,(y’) is a formula containing U. Since u does not occur in 
end(P) = origin(Q), x is not in end(P) and y is not in origin(Q). 
Let P= (PII + *a* + Pin, + P, x *** x (Pm, + *-- + P,,, +P,) and Q= 
(Q,, + --. + Q,,, + Q,> x ..a x (Q,, + e-0 + Q,,, + Q,) with some bistructures P,, Qk, 
and some prime processes Pi, Qk corresponding to instances of productions from I7. 
Since Z7 is coherent, there must be Pi such that created(u) is in origin(Pi) and is 
not in end(P,), there must be Qk such that created(u) is not in origin(Q,) and is in 
end(Q,), and created(u) must be both in end(P,) and in origin(Q,). Due to the 
properties of x and y, the coherence of II, and the property (P5) of processes, 
created(u) cannot be in any of Pi+ 1 ,..., P,,,, Q, ,..., Qke1. Thus, it must be both in the 
shadow of F in end(P) and in the shadow of G in origin(Q). a 
Now we are able to prove that for coherent sets of productions derivability can be 
characterized in terms of processes. 
THEOREM 2.6. Given a coherent set II of productions and two finite structures G 
and H, the structure H can be derived from G using productions of Il lg there is a 
process P E Proc(lT) which applies to G with the result H. 
Proof: Due to Theorem 2.4, it suffkes to prove that to every derivation G * H 
using I.7 there corresponds a process P E Proc(l7) which applies to G giving H as a 
result. We shall carry out the proof by induction on the length of derivation. 
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If G = H, then it suffices to take the process P := G = H. Suppose that for every 
derivation G 3 H using II of length < n there exists P E Proc(ZZ) which applies to G 
with the result H. Let 
G=G *A . ..d!LG&G.= J.l-+,S 
be a derivation of length n, and let P E Proc(Z7) applies to G with the result H. Then 
we have a bistructure D such that P + D exists, G = structure(origin(P) + D), and 
H = structure(end(P) + D). As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we have a structure D’ 
such that P(Z) + D’ exists, H = structure(origin(P(Z)) + D’), and S = structure(end 
(P(Z)) + D’). Observe that end(P) + D and origin(P(Z)) + D’ contain exactly the 
same formulas (those of H). We decompose the set of formulas F such that F or F 
belongs to end(P) + D or to origin(P(Z)) + D’ into the mutually disjoint sets 
a, = the set of formulas F such that FE end(P), 
u2 = the set of formulas FE end(P), 
a3 = the set of formulas FE D, 
a4 = the set of formulas F such that FE D, 
a5 = the set of other formulas F such that F or F belongs to 
end(P) + D or to origin(P(Z)) + D’ (observe that only F may 
belong). 
Similarly, we decompose the same set of formulas into the mutually disjoint sets 
b, = the set of formulas F such that FE origin(P(Z)), 
b, = the set of formulas FE origin(P(Z)), 
b, = D’, 
b, = the set of other formulas F such that F or F belongs to 
end(P) + D or to origin(P(Z)) t D’ (observe that only F may 
belong). 
Let cij = bin uj and let cr/ be the set of coformulas corresponding to the formulas of 
Cij. Since ci, are mutually disjoint, H = structure(end(P) + D) = a, + a3 = c,~ + cz2 
+ c32 + c42 + Cl3 + c23 + c33 + c43, and H = structure(origin(P(Z)) + D’) = b, + b, 
= c2, + c,, + cz3 + cl4 + c25 + c3i + c32 + c33 + c34 + Cam, we obtain c,~ = cl3 = c2i 
= c24 = c25 = c3, = c34 = cj5 = c,, = c43 = 121 (see Table I). Hence, 
-- 
D = c23 + c33 + cl4 + c,,, 
D’ = ~32 + ~33 9 
- 
end(P) = C22 + C32 + q + C41, 
--- 
origin(P(Z)) = c22 + c23 + c,, + c,, + c15. 
571/24/3-3 




a1 a2 a3 a4 as 
Since c2, is contained in D and P + D exists, and c32 is contained in D’ and 
P(Z) + D’ exists, we can define 
- 
P’ = P + C23 + C1.j + G9 
- 
Q’=P(Z)+c,,+c,,. 
On the other hand, we have 
--- 
e@P') = C22 + C32 + C23 + Cl 1 + Cd, + Cl, + q, 
---- 
o%HQ’) = C22 + C23 + C32 + ~11 + c,, + c,, + cdl, 
which implies end(P’) = origin(Q’) and the existence of P’ . Q’. Besides, c33 is 
contained in D f? D’, which implies that P’ and cs3 are independent and Q’ and c33 
are independent. Hence, we can define 
R = (P’ . Q’) + D” 
-- 
with D" =cs3 + c,, + c.,~. Then we obtain 
stmcture(origin(P’ . Q’) + D”) = stmcture(origin(P)) + c,, + c33 
= strucfure(origin(P) f D) = G, 
stmcfure(end(P’ - Q’) + D”) = structure(end(P(Z))) + c32 + c33 
= stmcture(end(P(Z)) + 0’) = S. 
Hence, P’ . Q’ applies to G with the result S. 1 
3. CHURCH-R• SSER PROPERTIES OF PROCESSES OF TRANSFORMING STRUCTURES 
In [l] and [2] conditions have been formulated under which the following 
properties hold for graphs and graph derivations: 
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Church-Rosser Property I. 
Given a graph G and two direct derivations G =S H via p and G S- H’ via p’, there 
exist a graph X and direct derivations H =S X via p’ and H’ s X via p. 
Church-Rosser Property II. 
Given a graph G and two direct derivations G 2 H via p and H => X via p’, there 
exist a graph H’ and direct derivations G EW H’ via p’ and H’ =S X via p. 
The condition for the first property is parallel independence of G z-P H and 
G -p’ H’. Given two fast productions p = (B, +*I K --+*z BJ and p’= 
(B; t”; K’ +“;B;), two direct derivations G =s- H via p based on g and G * H’ viap’ 
based on g’ are called parallel independent iff gB, n g’B; G gb, K n g’b; K’, i.e., the 
intersection of the occurrences of B, and B; in G consists of common glueing nodes 
and arcs only. 
The’ condition for the second Church-Rosser property is sequential independence 
of G =s~ H and H s-~’ X. Given two fast productions p and p’ as before, two direct 
derivations G S- H via p based on g and H S- X via p’ based on g’ are called 
sequential independent iff hB, n g’B; c hb,K n g’b; K’, where h is the morphism 
from B, to H in the first derivation. In other words, the intersection of the 
occurrences of B, and B; in H consists of common glueing nodes and arcs only. 
The parallel independence of G =z-~ H and G ap’ H’ implies the sequential indepen- 
dence of G +p H and Hap’ X and vice versa. Moreover, a production p + p’ can be 
constructed such that the derivations Gap H z-p0 X and G jp’ H’ dp X are 
equivalent to a single direct derivation G =s~+~’ X. 
The concept of parallel and sequential independence has been adopted for 
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structures and Church-Rosser properties of direct derivations have been obtained for 
a particular class of structures in [5]. 
In the case of the binatural-injective derivations we discuss in this paper, the 
concept of independence must be strengthened. This can be seen in 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let us consider the fast productions 
P = (B, = ({xi, {+)I) d- K = ({xl, #)zB, = (+I, {&)I)) 
p’ = (B; = ({x}, {b(x)})& K’ = ({xl, d)+B’= ({XL k(x)})) 
and the binatural-direct derivations 







G = (111, W>, b(l), c(l)}) *D=({l}, {b(l)})& H= (ill, V’(l), 41))) 







G=({1},{a(l),~(l)})~-‘=({1},{u(l)})--i, H’ = (111, b(l), ctl)l) 
These derivations are parallel independent but there are no binatural-direct 
derivations H =S X via p’ and H’ =z- X’ via p. This is due to the fact that the formula 
c( 1) which would be introduced in H =P X via p’ occurs already in H; similarly for 
H’ e-X’ via p. 
On the other hand, let us consider the fast productions 
P = (B, = ({xl, P(x), c(x)}) AK = ({xl, 0 -=+Bz = (WI, {c(x)})) 
P’ = (B; = (Ix}, {a(x)}) * K’ = ({x), 4) -5 B; = ({xl, {&)I)) 
and the binatural-direct derivations 






G = ((1 L Ml), b(l), 41))) * D= t{ll, bW)’ H= (1119 Wh ctl)l) 






H=t{lh lutl),~t1)})~D’=t{1}, {c(l)})f-‘X= ({l}, {b(l), c(l)}) 
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These derivations are sequential independent but there is no binatural-direct 
derivation G 3 H’ via p’. This is due to the fact that the formula b( 1) which would 
be introduced in G * H’ via p’ occurs already in G. 
We shall see that Church-Rosser properties for binatural-injective derivations can 
be obtained by introducing a stronger concept of independence. 
Now we are going to show that both Church-Rosser properties for independent 
processes of transforming structures hold. From this fact and the shown equivalence 
of such processes and binatural derivations we shall easily find the suitable concept 
of independence of direct-structure derivations. 
Note that we have Church-Rosser properties not only for processes corresponding 
to direct derivations but also for compound processes which represent compound 
derivations. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Church-Rosser property I). Let P, P’ be independent processes 
which apply to a structure G with the results H, H’, respectively. Then P’ applies to 
H, P applies to H’, and the results are identical. Besides, P + P’ applies to G giving 
X, i.e., 
Proof: Since P and P’ are independent, we have the process P + P’. Since P 
applies to G giving H, there exists a bistructure D such that P + D exists, structure 
(origin(P) + D) = G, and structure(end(P) + D) = H. Similarly, since P’ applies to G 
giving H’, there exists a bistructure D’ such that P’ + D’ exists, structure(origin 
(P’) + D’) = G, and structure(end(P’) + D’) = H’. As in the proof of Theorem 2.6, 
we can find a bistructure D” such that origin(P) + D” = D’, origin(P’) + D” = D, 
and P + P’ and D” are independent (see Fig. 16). Hence, P + P’ applies to G giving 
X := structure(end(P + P’) + D”). Now we have 
P + P’ + D” = (P + origin(P’) + D”) . (end(P) + P’ + D”) 
= (P’ + origin(P) + D”) - (end(P’) + P + 0”) 
= (P + D) m (P’ + end(P) + 0”) 
= (P’ + D’) - (P + end(P’) + 0”). 
So, we obtain 
H = structure(end(P) + D) = structure(origin(P’) + end(P) + D”), 
H’ = structure(end(P’) + D’) = structure(origin(P) + end(P’) + D”), 
P’ applies to H giving X, and P applies to H’ giving X. 1 
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THEOREM 3.2. (Church-Rosser property II). Let P, P’ be independent processes 
such that P applies to a structure G giving H as a result and P’ applies to H giving 
X. Then there exists a structure H’ such that P’ applies to G giving H’ and P applies 
to H’ giving X. Besides P + P’ applies to G giving X, i.e., 
ProofI Since P and P’ are independent, we have the process P + P’. Since P 
applies to G giving H, there exists a bistructure D such that P + D exists, structure 
(origin(P) + D) = G, and structure(end(P) + D) = H. Similarly, since P’ applies to H 
giving X, there exists a bistructure D’ such that P’ + D’ exists, structure(origin 
(P’) + D’) = H, and structure(end(P’) + D’) =X. As in the proof of Theorem 2.6, 
we can find a bistructure D” such that origin(P’) + D” = D, end(P) + D” = D’, and 
P + P’ and D” are independent (see Fig. 17). Hence, P + P’ applies to G giving 
structure(end(P + P’) + D”) =X. We have 
P + P’ + D” = (P + origin(P’) + 0”) . (end(P) + P’ + D”) 
= (P’ + origin(P) + D”) . (P + end(P’) + D”) 
= (P + D) - (P’ + D’). 
We define 
H’ := structure(end(P’) + origin(P) + D”). 
Then P’ applies to G giving H’ and P applies to H’ giving X. B 
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Now we shall be able to formulate the independence concept for binatural-injective 
direct derivations so as to obtain Church-Rosser properties for such derivations. 
From Theorem 1.2 we know that every fast production p = (B, &*I K-l*2 B2) can 
be represented in the reduced form (L(p), R(p)), and that the existence of a 
binatural-injective direct derivation Gap H with the occurrence h of B, in H is 
equivalent to the existence of an instance I = (p, i) of p in the reduced form such that 
the instance I applies to G giving H. (We have a unique correspondence between 
(g, h) and i as shown in Fig. 1.) 
On the other hand, from Theorem 2.3 we know that the existence of the instance I 
which applies to G giving H is equivalent to the applicability of the prime process 
P(Z) to G with H as a result. 
Similarly, given another production p’ = (B; e”; K-P*; B;) and a binatural- 
injective direct derivation G ap’ H’ with g’, h’, we have the equivalent instance 
I’ = (p’, i’) and the equivalent prime process P(Z’). 
The independence of prime processes P(I) and P(P) means that (Z(p) U iR(p)) n 
(i’L(p’) U i’L(p’)) = 0 and that the atoms occurring in Z(p) but not in iR(p) or in 
iR (p) but not in Z(p) cannot occur in i’L(p’) U i’R(p’) and the atoms occurring in 
i’L(p’) but not in i’R(p’) or in i’R(p’) but not in i’L(p’) cannot occur in 
Z(p) U iR(p). In other words (see the proof of Theorem 1.2), 
(1) (@Ipu hB,,)n (g’B;,U h’B;,) = 0, 
(2) the only common atoms of gB,,U hB,, and g’B;,U h’B{, are those 
which are glueing atoms in both the derivations, i.e., 
( gBIA u hB,,) n (g’B;, u h/B;,) E gblKA n g/b; KJ, . 
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Such an independence implies both the Church-Rower properties for the 
derivations G sp H and G =P-~’ H’, and G *p H *p’ X. 
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